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INTRODUCTION

The Cu/Ni film systems have many unique proper-
ties including a strong perpendicular anisotropy (see
[1] and references therein), an exchange interaction, a
microwave giant magnetoresistance [2], and an anoma-
lous spin-reorientation phase transition [3]. The mag-
netic measurements show that the Cu/Ni multilayers
are not necessarily typical ferromagnets, but can be in
the spin glass state, and the effect of the fusion of Cu
and Ni at the interfaces is important for the formation
of these properties [4]. The atomic mixing and forma-
tion of the layer compounds at the interface are critical
for the breakdown of many effects in the thin film sys-
tems. For example, the diffusion of Ni into Cu leads to
the irreversible degradation of giant magnetoresistance
in the NiCo/Cu [5], NiFe/Cu [6, 7], NiFe/Cu/NiFe [8],
and Co/Cu/NiFe [9] multilayers at high temperatures. It
is assumed that the mixing at the interface of the Ni
ultrathin layer and Cu causes a strong decrease in the
magnetic moment of the Ni/Cu(001) films [10, 11].
Contradictory results are reported on the possible mix-
ing at the Ni/Cu interface. On the one hand, the X-ray
photoelectron diffraction [12] and the Auger electron
spectroscopy [10] investigations of the Ni/Cu(001)
films with increasing temperature indicate that surface
fusion is possible in the temperature range 0–200

 

°

 

C.
On the other hand, scanning electron microscopy stud-
ies do not imply any mixing at the Ni/Cu interface up to
450

 

°

 

C [13]. The stability conditions for the Ni/Cu film
systems with an increase in temperature remain unclear
primarily because general knowledge on the mecha-

nisms of the chemical interaction at the nanolevel
responsible for the mixing and formation of the com-
pounds at the interface of the film reagents is absent.

In this work, we present the results of the solid-
phase synthesis of the Cu

 

x

 

Ni

 

1 – 

 

x

 

 solid solutions in the
epitaxial Cu/Ni(001) nanofilms. The mixing at the
Ni/Cu interface starts at about 350

 

°

 

C and is indepen-
dent of the layer thickness ratio in the sample. Possible
synthesis mechanisms are discussed. It is shown that
the low-temperature synthesis of the solid solutions in
the Cu/Ni(001) nanofilms is associated with the exist-
ence of spinodal decomposition in the Ni–Cu system.

SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The initial Cu/Ni(001) film structures were prepared
by thermal evaporation onto the MgO(001) single-crys-
tal substrate in a vacuum of 10

 

–6

 

 Torr. The samples used
in the experiments on the layers bulk had the atomic
ratio 3Cu : 1Ni, 1Cu : 1Ni, and 1Cu : 3Ni. The total
thickness of the Cu/Ni(001) film structures did not
exceed 250 nm. To obtain the epitaxial Ni(001) layer,
nickel was deposited at about 250

 

°

 

C. Copper was
deposited at room temperature and formed the poly-
crystalline layer. A strong diffraction reflection (002)Ni
confirms the formation of the epitaxial Ni(001) layer,
and weak reflections from Cu point to the formation of
the polycrystalline Cu layer (see Fig. 2). These samples
had the magnetic crystallographic anisotropy constant

 

K

 

1

 

 = –6.0 

 

×

 

 10

 

4

 

 erg/cm

 

3

 

 (per Ni film volume) typical of
the Ni single crystals. Easy axes of the Ni film coin-
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cided with the [110] and [1–10] directions of the
MgO(001) substrates. This indicates the existence of
the orientation ratios [100], (001)Ni 

 

||

 

 [100],(001)MgO
in the epitaxial growth of nickel on the MgO(001) sur-
face. These two factors show the crystal perfection of
the initial Ni(001) layers prepared under the given tech-
nological conditions. The Ni(001) films grow epitaxi-
ally in a similar way on the MgO(001) surface in an
ultrahigh vacuum [14].

The prepared samples were successively annealed
from 250 to 800

 

°

 

C with a step of 50

 

°

 

C for 30 min at
each temperature. The phases thus formed were identi-
fied using the X-ray diffraction studies on a DRON-4-
07 diffractometer (Cu

 

K

 

α

 

 radiation). The X-ray fluores-
cence spectral method was used to determine the chem-
ical composition and thickness of the films. The mag-
netic crystallographic anisotropy 

 

K

 

1

 

 and the saturation
magnetization 

 

M

 

S

 

 were measured using the torque
method with a maximum magnetic filed of 18 kOe

according to the technique described in [15]. The mea-
surements were performed at room temperature.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 1 presents the normalized magnetic crystal-

lographic anisotropy constant (

 

T

 

S

 

) and normalized

saturation magnetization (

 

T

 

S

 

) as functions of the

annealing temperature 

 

T

 

S

 

. Up to 300

 

°

 

C,  and 
are independent of the temperature 

 

T

 

S

 

 in all of the sam-
ples. This proves the absence of the mixing and forma-
tion of the compounds at the Ni/Cu interface. At a tem-

perature near 350

 

°

 

C,  and  decrease in the sin-
gle-crystalline Ni(001) layer of all samples. Nickel
shows no structural transformations up to 800

 

°

 

C.
Therefore, any decrease in the magnetic crystallo-

graphic anisotropy constant (

 

T

 

S

 

) of nickel and the

saturation magnetization (

 

T

 

S

 

) of the Cu/Ni(001)
bilayer film with annealing temperature 

 

T

 

S

 

 is attributed
to the solid-phase synthesis between the Ni and Cu lay-
ers. Therefore, the temperature 

 

T

 

0

 

 ~ 350

 

°

 

C is the syn-
thesis initiation temperature. At temperatures above

 

T

 

f

 

 ~ 500

 

°

 

C,  and  are zero for the samples with
the atomic ratios (a) 3Cu : 1Ni and (b) 1Cu : 1Ni and
are constant for the films with the (c) 1Cu : 3Ni atomic
ratio. This suggests that the Ni and Cu layers are fully
mixed at this temperature and synthesis is completed.

Figure 2 shows the evolution of the (002)Ni and
(002) Cu peaks in the Cu/Ni(001) bilayer films for the
(a) 3Cu : 1Ni, (b) 1Cu : 1Ni, and (c) 1Cu : 3Ni compo-
sitions in the annealing up to 800

 

°

 

C. The diffraction
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Fig. 1.

 

 (a) Normalized saturation magnetization  and

(b) normalized magnetic crystallographic anisotropy con-

stant  of nickel in the Cu/Ni(001) film samples of com-

positions 3Cu : 1Ni, 1Cu : 1Ni, and 1Cu : 3Ni versus the
annealing temperature 

 

T

 

S

 

. The vertical dashed lines mark
the initiation, 

 

T

 

0

 

 ~ 350

 

°

 

C, and termination, 

 

T

 

f

 

 ~ 500

 

°

 

C, tem-
peratures of the solid-phase reaction.
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Fig. 2.

 

 Diffraction patterns of the epitaxial Cu/Ni(001) film
system of compositions 3Cu : 1Ni, 1Cu : 1Ni, and 1Cu : 3Ni
at different annealing temperatures.
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patterns at the synthesis initiation temperature 

 

T

 

0

 

 ~
350

 

°

 

C for all three compositions only slightly differ
from those for the initial samples and show the forma-
tion of a reflection between the (002)Ni and (002)Cu
peaks. At the synthesis finish temperature 

 

T

 

f

 

 ~ 500

 

°

 

C,
the diffraction patterns change radically. The (002)Ni
and (002)Cu peaks disappear and new strong interme-
diate composition-dependent reflections appear
(Fig. 2). As the annealing temperature increases up to
800

 

°

 

C, these reflections increase strongly, indicating
the structural perfection of the synthesis products. The
formation of the intermediate reflection between the
(002)Cu and (002)Ni peaks shows that the products of
the solid-phase reaction between Ni and Cu are the fcc
solid solutions Cu

 

x

 

Ni

 

1 – 

 

x

 

, where the concentration is
determined by the atomic ratio of the layers of the ini-
tial Cu/Ni(001) film structures. This implies that the
reacted Cu/Ni(001) samples of the compositions 3Cu :
1Ni, 1Cu : 1Ni, and 1Cu : 3Ni contain the Cu

 

75

 

Ni

 

25

 

,
Cu

 

50

 

Ni

 

50

 

, and Cu

 

25

 

Ni

 

75

 

 solid solutions, respectively,
and the diffraction patterns have the (002)Cu

 

75

 

Ni

 

25

 

,
(002)Cu

 

50

 

Ni

 

50

 

, and (002)Cu

 

25

 

Ni

 

75

 

 peaks (see Fig. 2).
The presence of only the strong (002)Cu

 

75

 

Ni

 

25

 

,
(002)Cu

 

50

 

Ni

 

50

 

, and (002)Cu

 

25

 

Ni

 

75

 

 reflections implies
the directional growth of these films on the (001)MgO
surface: (001)Cu

 

75

 

Ni

 

25

 

 

 

||

 

 (001)MgO, (001)Cu

 

50

 

Ni

 

50

 

 

 

||
(001)MgO, and (001)Cu25Ni75 || (001)MgO. Further
annealings up to 800°C do not produce new phases.
This means that the phase sequence Cu/Ni 
(~350°C)CuxNi1 – x forms in the Cu/Ni film system. The
above consideration allows the following scenario of
the solid-phase synthesis of the solid solutions in the
epitaxial Cu/Ni(001) bilayer films. Up to T0 ~ 350°C,
the Cu/Ni interface remains sharp. However, above the
synthesis initiation temperature T0, the Cu/Ni(001) film
system transfers to the excited state; as a result, the Cu
atoms migrate to the epitaxial Ni(001) layer, are
involved in the solid-phase reaction with Ni, and form
the solid solution. This scenario presumes the solid-
phase epitaxial growth of the solid solution on the
MgO(001) surface with the orientation relations
[100],(001)CuxNi1 – x || [100],(001)MgO. The lattice
parameters of the CuxNi1 – x alloys determined from the
(002)Cu75Ni25, (002)Cu50Ni50, and (002)Cu25Ni75
reflections decrease as the Ni content increases (Fig. 3)
and satisfy Vegard’s rule within the experimental error.
The magnetic measurements show that only the
Cu25Ni75 alloy samples remain ferromagnetic after the
reaction, and these films have the first magnetic crystal-
lographic anisotropy constant close to zero at room
temperature (see Fig. 1).

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The unique property of solid-phase synthesis in thin
films is that only one phase (the first phase) is formed
at the interface as the temperature increases to T0 (the

initiation temperature), although several phases may
exist according to the phase diagram. As the annealing
temperature is further increased, other phases can also
be formed in the phase sequence. Various models
explaining the initiation of the first phase and the for-
mation of the phase sequence are proposed in [16, 17]
and the references therein. However, no general model
can predict the first phase, phase sequence, and their
initiation temperature for the entire variety of binary
systems.

The thin bilayer metal films and multilayers can be
considered as alloys with the one-dimensional nano-
structure formed artificially along the normal. There-
fore, as the temperature increases, the processes of mix-
ing and phase formation in such systems, as well as in
the alloys, should follow the diagram of phase equilib-
rium. It was shown in [18–25] that, at the interface of
the film reagents,

(i) the first phase appears at the minimum tempera-
ture TK of an arbitrary structural solid-phase transfor-
mation in a given binary system;

(ii) the initiation temperature T0 of the first phase
coincides with TK (T0 = TK).

This assumption is valid for many structural trans-
formations. In particular, the mixing in the Al/Ge thin
films begins at the eutectic temperature in the Al–Ge
system [18]. The solid-phase reactions in S/Fe [19],
Cu/Au [20], and Se/Cu [21] begin at the temperatures
of the standard phase transitions (the metal–insulator,
order–disorder, and the superionic transitions), which
have the lowest temperature among the structural phase
transformations in the Fe–S, Cu–Au, and Se–Cu sys-
tems, respectively. The martensitic transformations are
the diffusion-free transformations. However, the low-
temperature solid-phase reactions in the Ni/Ti, Au/Cd,
and Al/Ni bilayer films start at temperatures AS of the
inverse martensitic transformation in the NiTi [22, 23],
AuCd [22, 24], and AlNi [22, 25] phases.

Fig. 3. Lattice constant of the CuxNi1 – x solid solution ver-
sus the Ni concentration.
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The suggested first-phase rule provides a one-to-one
relation between its initiation temperature T0 and the
temperature TK of the structural transformation having
the minimum temperature in a given binary system.
Therefore, if the low-temperature part of the constitu-
tion diagram is well established, it can then be used to
predict the reaction initiation temperature and the first
phase in the corresponding bilayer nanofilms and mul-
tilayers. At the same time, the study of the solid-phase
reactions in the bilayer nanofilms makes it possible to
refine the diagram of constitution of the given binary
system.

The high-temperature part of the Cu–Ni phase equi-
librium diagram has been well determined, and it has
been experimentally shown that copper and nickel have
unlimited solubility in the solid state and form a contin-
uous series of solid solutions based on the fcc lattice
from pure nickel to pure copper [26]. At low tempera-
tures, the homogeneous solid solution undergoes spin-
odal decomposition. The thermodynamic calculations
predict the discontinuity in miscibility at a temperature
below TSPIN = 600 K [26–28]. Owing to low diffusion
mobility at these temperatures, it is very difficult to
obtain direct experimental evidence of the decomposi-
tion and to accurately measure the spinodal tempera-
ture. With the use of neutron irradiation in order to
increase the atomic mobility, the coherent spinodal
temperature TSPIN = 525 K was determined for the Ni–
41 at % Cu compound [28]. The Ni–30 at % Cu alloy
has a value close to the coherent spinodal temperature
TSPIN = 590 K [29].

The Cu–Ni phase diagram exhibits only the spin-
odal decomposition and does not include any other
solid-phase transformations. According to the above
first-phase rule, the atomic mixing at the Cu/Ni inter-
face should begin at the coherent spinodal temperature
(T0 = TSPIN), and the reacted samples should contain the
fcc CuxNi1 – x solid solutions. In other words, the fcc
CuxNi1 – x solid solution is the first (and only) phase
formed at the Cu/Ni interface at the spinodal decompo-
sition temperature. Actually, the close experimental
values of T0 and TSPIN imply the existence of the equal-
ity T0 = TSPIN. This result and the formation of the solid
solutions in the reacted samples clearly demonstrate
that the phase formation in the Cu/Ni film structures
follows the above first-phase rule. Since the initiation
temperature T0 is the same for the 3Cu : 1Ni, 1Cu : 1Ni,
and 1Cu : 3Ni samples, the coherent spinodal tempera-
ture TSPIN is independent of the composition. Thus, we
assume that the Ni–Cu phase diagram contains the
coherent spinodal whose temperature for the com-
pounds with the Ni concentration ranging from 25 to
75 at % is independent of the composition (TSPIN ~
350°C). This conclusion is inconsistent with the ther-
modynamic calculation results presented on the mod-
ern phase equilibrium diagram where the solubility

boundary has the maximum temperature 354.5°C at the
Cu–67 at % Ni composition [26].

The threshold character is important for the solid-
phase synthesis in the nanofilms. In particular, the atomic
exchange is absent in the Cu/Ni samples up to 300°C.
Since the diffusion coefficient is low, D < 10–20 cm2/s, up
to 350°C [30], any atomic transport through the Cu/Ni
interface is absent for a characteristic annealing time of
30 min, d ~ (Dt)1/2 = 10–8 cm ~ 0. However, the diffu-
sion coefficient increases sharply by six or seven orders
of magnitude as the temperature becomes higher than
the initiation temperature T0 ~ 350°C, D = d2/t ~ 10–13

cm2/s. This result contradicts the Arrhenius temperature
dependence of the diffusion coefficient. This means
that the chemical interaction between the Cu and Ni
atoms, which was absent up to the initiation tempera-
ture T0 ~ 350°C, increases sharply in the transition
through T0. The chemical interaction induces the
directed fast transport of the Cu atoms into the Ni(001)
layer and the epitaxial growth of the solid solutions.

CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the phase formation in the epitaxial
Cu/Ni(001) nanofilms of compositions 3Cu : 1Ni,
1Cu : 1Ni, and 1Cu : 3Ni as the annealing temperature
increases up to 800°C. In all the samples, the atomic
mixing and formation of the solid solution start at the
initiation temperature T0 ~ 350°C and is completed at
Tf ~ 500°C. The formation of the epitaxial solid solu-
tion implies that the solid-phase synthesis mechanism
involves the migration of the Cu atoms into the Ni(001)
layer without any change in the orientation relations
with the MgO(001) substrate. Analysis of the solid-
phase reactions in the nanofilms allows us to attribute
the solid-phase synthesis of the solid solution at the
Cu/Ni interface to the spinodal decomposition in the
Cu–Ni system. In this case, the coherent spinodal tem-
perature coincides with the initiation temperature,
TSPIN = T0 ~ 350°C.

This work was supported by Russian Foundation for
Basic Research (project no. 07-03-00190).
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